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Jonathan Trent, “Tools and Fuels for a Sustainable Future”

•NASA : Going to Mars, 3 year round trip

•Waste have to be processed into energy, water and food

•Biofuels, feasible, affordable, scalable, sustainable and doesn’t 

compete with agriculture. 

•

•Biodiesel Crops and Production, highest  is microalgae (organisms 

that are a few microns in diameter)

•Waste water in California (waste treatment plant, waste water is 

dumped into ocean), 1.9 Billion Gal/day

•OMEGA project description on Treasure Island

•Bioreactors using waste water

•Flexible Material

•Uses solar energy to grow algae

•Making different products

•Benefits of doing this project off shore

•Use as marine habitat (eatable seaweed)

•2 facilities, Santa Cruz and San Francisco



Ali Shakouri,  Large Scale and Small Scale Renewable Energy Tradeoffs

•Energy Use, 13TW in 2007

•Felix’s forecast, all wrong predictions

•Path and the requirement, are we heading in the right direction

•Issue about the renewables, very dilute

•Land requirement

•Efficiency goes up with the size (especially for wind turbines) (surface to 

volume issue)

•Trend toward bigger turbine size

•Economy of scale but it did not continue that much

•Installed project costs are on the rise after a long period of decline (could 

be due to oil prices going up):  also materials from politically unstable 

regions

•Intermittency of Renewables is another problem

•Storage is key

•US Energy Flow 2008, Electrification on a big scale, rejected energy is 58%

•Comparing to US Energy Flow 1950, rejected energy is 49%

•Decentralized production is the key. How?

•Thermoelectric Devices

•Hot Water Cogeneration

•Solutions for developed and developing countries could be different



William Ahlgren, “The Dual-Fuel Strategy: An Energy Transition Plan”

•Fuel is crucial in the global energy system. 

•Renewable fuels must compete with fossil fuels. 

•Renewable must be liquid. 

•Energy sources are converted to energy vectors to enable trade.

•A vector is an energy carrier that can bought and sold. 

•Fuel dominates energy trade. 

•Transition to renewable sources requires renewable fuels. 

•All energy trade is carried by two renewable fuels plus electric power. 

•Economic inertia created by legacy infrastructure. To complete, 

renewable fuels must be compatible. 

•Renewable fuel cycle.

•Renewable Fuel Options: Hydrogen, Ammonia, Methanol

•Dual Fuel Exchange

• Cost Per Volume (CN$/L) (Ammonia < Methanol)


